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DSM Capital Partners: 
• Investment Philosophy  
• Investment Management Process  
• Risk Management approach 
• Quantitative metrics  

 
The Investment Philosophy is as follows: 
 
Our philosophy focuses on careful selection of quality growth companies from 
around the world.  There are about 600 companies of various market 
capitalization ranges that meet our criteria. For the US strategy, this is about half. 
 
DSM seeks to invest primarily in large capitalization growth companies with 
predictable streams of earnings which DSM believes will generate attractive rates 
of return over time when purchased at rational prices. The US Large Cap Growth 
strategy may invest up to 15% of its assets in ADR’s of non-domiciled companies. 
The portfolio generally will contain 25 to 35 stocks.  
 
DSM’s focus on quality growth companies with predictable streams of earnings is 
coupled with a unique valuation discipline such that we purchase at rational prices 
and trim/sell when higher valuations reduce projected returns. 
 
DSM assembles a portfolio of these attractive holdings with an eye on diversity of 
business models and geography of revenue, informed by our macro views. 
 
DSM’s investment philosophy captures various short-term inefficiencies in the 
market that include:  
a) overreaction to company reports or news;  
b) collateral damage or benefit within a sector;  
c) company inflection point that is not appreciated by investors;  
d) market corrections that are overdone and  
e) chronic mis-valuation by investors (high or low).  
Our in-depth knowledge of thorough fundamental analysis, the compact nature of 
the team, the quality of the information flow and the speed of decision-making 
often allows us to take advantage of such typical mispricing of the securities. 
 
The Investment Process entails five steps: 
1. Screening 

▪ Strong business models; few competitors; high barriers to entry 
▪ Serving growing end-markets; gaining market share 
▪ Predictable revenue and earnings growth 
▪ Solid balance sheets; high returns on equity & assets; free cash flow 
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2. Intensive research 
▪ Suppliers, customers, competitors, experts,  
▪ SEC filings, industry publications 
▪ Industry/Wall Street conferences,  
▪ Question management, sell-side research 

 
3. Proprietary earnings models 

▪ Create detailed earnings models,  
▪ Models updated as necessary 
▪ Create “most likely” scenario 
▪ Create “low” scenario 

 
4. Valuation discipline 

▪ Estimate reasonable “target” P/E three years forward 
▪ Normally buy 10% below the target P/E to provide a “margin of safety” 
▪ Avoid the “Growth Managers’ Trap” of paying too high a P/E 
▪ EPS Growth + Dividends + P/E Expansion = Projected Return 

 
5. Buy Decision 

▪ Business fundamentals are strong 
▪ Earnings growth appears predictable and sustainable 
▪ P/E has potential to rise ≥10% over next three years 

 
DSM will generally only buy a stock that we believe has a forward four quarter P/E 
ratio that will rise over the next three years. DSM will typically buy when the 
company clears two hurdles: 1) it must have a P/E on forward four quarters 
earnings that is at least 10% below the target P/E three years from now and 2) it 
must have attractive fundamental business characteristics that translate into a 
reasonably predictable and growing stream of earnings.   
In order to determine a target P/E, the relevant analyst/PM, in conjunction with the 
CIO, takes into consideration a number of qualitative and quantitative factors.  
Among the qualitative factors are barriers to entry, number of competitors, 
economic cyclicality, customer loyalty, price competition, global reach, 
government involvement and management quality.  Among the quantitative 
factors are historic revenue and EPS growth, projected revenue and EPS growth, 
return on assets, return on equity, capital expenditures relative to net income and 
the historic range of P/E over the last five years.   
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The Risk Management comprises the following: 
DSM’s risk management process begins with our selection of high quality growth 
companies.  These are companies that demonstrate strong revenue growth, 
superior profitability, an ability to accelerate earnings and high quality balance 
sheets.   
 
As a further element of risk management in valuation, we project “low” earnings 
and P/E scenarios as well as “most likely” scenarios.  In the “low” earnings 
scenario, the goal is not to have a projected negative return over the three-year 
investment horizon when the company “stumbles”.  We also study both historical 
trailing P/E and historical forward P/E to determine appropriate “floors” when 
investors are disappointed with the given stock. 
 
Another aspect of our risk management approach is to monitor sector and 
subsector weightings with an eye on events or changes that could impact multiple 
holdings in the portfolio.  These reviews are completed on a daily basis by the 
firm’s CIO.  However, the entire investment team has access to sector and 
subsector weightings all the time. 
 
 
 
Disclaimer 
This content is for informational purposes only. It is not a current or past 
recommendation or investment advice of any kind, or a solicitation of an offer to 
buy or sell any securities or investment services. Companies, securities, sectors 
and/or markets discussed are solely for illustrative purposes regarding economic 
trends or investment process and may not be held by all accounts managed by 
DSM. Returns are historical and past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
Individual accounts and results will vary. Investing entails risks, including possible 
loss of principal. There are special risk considerations associated with international 
and global investing (especially emerging markets), small and mid- capitalization 
companies, growth investing and/or concentrated investment strategies. The 
content presented may change at any time without notice and should not be 
relied upon.  
 


